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Capabilities

Throughout the entire lifecycle of any solution, SIGNET has the services
and capabilities to handle projects of any size or complexity.
Product Selection
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As the leading integration company in New England, SIGNET represents more than
300 manufacturers, translating into a wide variety of products developed to meet the
specific needs of each client.

Pre-Planning, Consulting,
and Engineering

With the highest levels of training and industry certification, SIGNET engineers work
directly with developers, architects, and consultants from the earliest stages of a project
through completion.

Technology Lab

SIGNET customers have the peace of mind in knowing that their systems are delivered
fully tested and validated; we pride ourselves on meeting 100% of performance
requirements without compromise.

Installation

Upon delivery, a SIGNET project team—comprised of skilled project managers, project
engineers, electricians and technicians—ensures all installation schedules are met.

Client Training

Our SIGNET Customer Service Trainers meet with clients well in advance of systems
installation to understand their needs and expectations. Upon installation, SIGNET
provides customized on-site training to ensure optimum systems performance.

Service and Support

In addition to a one-year guarantee on all systems, SIGNET assigns a customer service
team to each client, providing support for the life of the system. Around-the-clock
Critical and Emergency Response, Remote Diagnostics, Technical Support, and Critical
Component Stocking in addition to complete testing, maintenance and code compliance
underscore our pledge to maximum customer service and support.

Facilities and Resources

With offices strategically located in Massachusetts, Maine, and Rhode Island, and more
than 65 service vehicles on the road, SIGNET has both local and regional resources to
resolve issues swiftly, efficiently, and accurately.
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Market Expertise

With an eye firmly focused on clients’ needs, SIGNET designs innovative
and proven solutions for a broad base of public and private entities.
Corporate

Owners and managers of office buildings across New England turn to SIGNET for the
technology solutions that define our commitment to excellence—from new construction
to retrofitting an existing building, we are ready to respond and deliver.

Institutional

Police stations, correctional facilities, public safety, and transportation venues rely on
SIGNET to provide the most technologically advanced life safety, communication, and
security systems available.

Education

SIGNET recognizes the unique security, budgetary, and infrastructure challenges facing
educational facilities today; as such we develop cost-efficient solutions to create the
safe environment necessary to maintain the focus on learning.

Healthcare

As the largest provider of nurse call systems in New England, serving more than
120 hospitals, SIGNET is at the forefront in the design and delivery of solutions to
reduce noise pollution, increase patient and staff satisfaction, improve work flow
and design communication systems that are cost-effective and state-of-the-art.

Government

Preparation for and response to an emergency requires the proper equipment and
resources; without it lives can be at peril. SIGNET allows federal, state, and municipal
institutions the capability to respond and protect through use of our proprietary life
safety, security and communications technologies.

Judicial

State and federal courthouses require the most technologically advanced safety systems
to monitor and protect the public. SIGNET meets the needs of today’s heightened
security requirements with its proven protection solutions.

Plus…

Additionally, SIGNET is well versed in the needs of housing, non-profit, and worship
facilities, and has extensive experience in military, retail, utility, and residential
environments.

Service • Life Safety • Integrated Security • Communications • Healthcare Communications • Audio Visual
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